
Thought of the Day: I Feel My
Temperature  Rising  (KB
Babbles About Raw)
And  that’s a good thing. Looking back at last night, we saw
one of the things that you can’t plan but it’s the best thing
in the world to have: acts are starting to get hot.

 

New Day is on fire right now and the fans are having a great
time booing them.  Cesaro/Kidd are one of the most polished
teams I’ve seen in years and are giving me flashbacks to the
Harts and the Bulldogs.  Ambrose is exactly the spark that the
main event needed.  This open challenge thing is one of the
most exciting parts of the show every week.  Sami Zayn, the
Lucha Dragons and Neville are showing what happens when NXT
stars get the chance to shine.  Barrett is PERFECT for the
king role.  Lana could be the biggest Diva in the world if she
has any skill in the ring.

 

I really hope this doesn’t jinx it, but we could be in for one
heck of a summer if WWE doesn’t screw this up.  Things are
getting hot in a hurry and they could knock it out of the park
if they don’t do their usual.

 

A few things that could kill the roll:

 

Jobbing New Day/Cesaro/Kidd.  They’re hot, the fans want to
see them do their thing, and they’re all nailing it.  Don’t
have them be cannon fodder for one off teams like Orton and
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Reigns.

Don’t have Barrett lose five matches in a row and then win
once to prove he’s still good.  It hasn’t worked before and it
won’t work now.

No  more  20  minute  opening  promos,  especially  from
HHH/Stephanie.  That fake smugness about “we love the fans and
just want what’s best for them” has been done so many times
and it’s completely overdone.  Just have them be evil.  And
don’t let Stephanie keep cutting balls off.  Or at least let
her get some comeuppance.  HHH isn’t even that bad these
days.  If he keeps it relatively short he’s fine.  He’s just
been stuck in horrible stories.

Don’t give us Rollins vs. Kane on pay per view.  Just don’t.

Keep Big Show in the midcard.  The main event stuff was long,
dull and didn’t work.  Yeah the blowoff match was good, but in
no way was it good enough to make up for how bad it was.  Get
Kane and Big Show out of their spots and put Sheamus/Barrett
in there instead.

Last night in the Live Discussion I do every week on Raw
(WrestleZone Forums.  Check it out), I said something like
this:

“Either Sami’s arm injury is fake or he’s the most amazing
wrestler of all time.”

It seems the latter is closer to the truth as he really did
jack up his shoulder during his entrance.  Still though, great
stuff.

 

If it’s not clear, I really liked Raw last night and I’m
hoping it keeps going, but I have a feeling they’re going to
botch it.  As they almost always do.


